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Part One
Paper Tricks

The Travelling Paper Balls

The following is a good impromptu combination that can be done anywhere, no preparation being necessary.

Roll up three paper pellets about the size of a pea and throw them on a table or chair seat where all can see them. Then showing the right hand empty, pick up a pellet with the thumb and finger of the left and place it in the right, saying, "one," and immediately closing the hand. Repeat with the second, saying, "two." Pick up the third and say: "This one we will send on its travels." Throw it under some piece of furniture or out of the window, and immediately opening the right hand, throw the three pellets on the chair.

Continue, "Didn't you catch it? I'll do it again." Proceed as before, but after counting "one," and closing the right hand, stop, as if someone had questioned the move, open the right hand and show that there is only one pellet there, close the hand and finish as before.

Now say, "Perhaps some of you can't see how it is done even now, probably because the balls are too small. Let's try it with larger ones." Take a page of a newspaper and tear it into quarters, rolling each piece into a ball about the size of a golf-ball and placing them on the floor in a quadrangle about eighteen inches apart. Then borrow two hats and place over the two balls farthest from you, and put the other two balls one on top of each hat. Pick the ball from the top of the left hand hat with the left hand and transfer it to the right, and make a motion as if tossing it in the air, showing the right hand empty. Then point with that hand as if following the ball as it invisibly falls toward the left-hand hat. On
lifting the hat, two balls will be found under it. Cover these again and repeat the process with the other ball. Raise the hat and show three balls. Cover once more and command the ball under the right hand hat to join the others under the left without your assistance. When the right hand hat is lifted the ball has vanished and the four will be found under the left.

Explanation. When rolling the small pellets make four instead of three and hold the fourth one concealed between the points of the first and second fingers of the left hand. When you put the first ball in the right hand, drop the concealed one with it and carelessly show the left hand empty. Pick up the second one openly and place it in the right hand, opening the hand only enough to slip the ball in, not enough to show the others. Take up the third ball and pretend to throw it away, but really roll it into the concealed position at the tips of the fingers and immediately throw down the three from the right hand.

The second time you put only one ball in the right hand, still holding the extra ball hidden. Display the single ball in the right hand, as described above. Close the hand and pick up the second pellet, and as you place it in the right hand leave the hidden ball also. This time you really throw away the third ball, produce the three and show both hands empty.

The passing of the large ball is an entirely different trick, but you should make it appear that it is only an enlargement of the above.

Roll up the four balls and place them on the floor as in the above description. Hold the two hats by the rims with the thumbs on top and the fingers underneath. Remark that it does not make any difference which ones you cover, at the same time holding the hats first over one pair and then over another, passing quickly from one to the other. At last bring the hat held in the right hand over the ball in the upper corner on that side in such a way that the back of your fingers rest on the ball, and, clipping a fold of this ball between the middle fingers, draw the hand away from the hat with the ball held on the back. At the same instant pass the hat held in the left hand over to the right, so that when the hand comes from beneath the first hat the other is above it, and the right hand immediately seizes this hat by the brim as before, which brings the ball inside. The hat is carried across and dropped on the left hand ball and the hand withdrawn, thus leaving the two balls together. A ball is now placed on top of each hat.

With the left hand pick up the ball from the top of the hat on that side and pretend to pass it into the right, in reality palming it in the left hand by pinching a fold between the thumb and the side of the hand. Make the throwing motion
as described and as you stoop down it is a perfectly natural move to place the left hand on the left leg above the knee while reaching with the right to turn over the hat. This will effectually conceal the ball held in that hand. Raise the hat and show the two balls. As soon as the hat is raised it is passed to the left hand and while that hand is covered the ball is brought to the finger tips and held inside as before and the hat dropped over the two balls. Repeat this with the other ball. As they are now all together, the rest of the trick is merely conversation.
Paper Magic
Houdini

Ring And Program

This was one of the best features of the program given by Guibal when he played at the Eden Musée many years ago. It was not new even at that time; in fact, I had made it a part of my own show in my amateur days; but it is extremely effective if properly handled, and it has always been a surprise to me that it has not come into more general use.

Guibal probably learned the trick from Verbeck, for whom he acted as interpreter during the tour of the latter in England. His clever patter is said to have greatly benefited the Verbeck performance, but later there was a disagreement, and Guibal started for himself, giving practically the same program.

The effect of the trick in question is as follows: A wedding ring is borrowed from a lady in the audience, and a program from another. A volunteer assistant is invited upon the stage, asked to watch every move and see that no deception is practised. The performer then brings a small hammer from his table and asks the volunteer to hammer the ring flat, but stops him in order first to get the consent of the lady. Her answer being "yes," he then says, "Then, madam, the 'yes' that you have just spoken is as irrevocable as your 'yes' when you received the ring."

The volunteer now hammers the ring perfectly flat. Meanwhile the performer has torn a leaf from the program and holds it spread on his open right palm, with his thumb on top. The assistant places the ring on the paper, sliding it under the thumb of the performer, who immediately crushes it up into a rough package and passes it with the same hand to the gentleman, the left hand never having approached the right, and asks him to hold it a moment. Turning to his table, he picks up a stick of sealing-wax and with it makes three quick motions toward the crushed program and then asks him to open it. On doing so, the assistant finds that the program has changed to an envelope, sealed with sealing
wax. Opening this he finds another smaller one, and inside this still another, which contains the ring restored to its original shape.

After the young man acknowledges that he does not see how it has been done, the performer does it all over again. This time the last envelope is opened by the owner of the ring, who finds it fully restored.

Explanation.--The borrowed ring is on the end of the performer's wand, a dummy ring being held on the opposite end covered by the hand. By changing the wand from hand to hand the rings are "switched" and the dummy is given to the volunteer to hold. When going to the table for the hammer, the borrowed ring is left there, and while the dummy is being flattened, the stage assistant carries off the original while taking away some other apparatus. The assistant places this ring inside a set of three envelopes made from a program exactly like the borrowed one, and a little later it is brought on and left behind some object on the table.

During this time the volunteer has flattened the ring and the performer has spread the leaf of the program on his palm, as above, but at the same time he has taken a duplicate set of envelopes with a duplicate dummy ring in the inner one from beneath his vest and holds it underneath the leaf. This is easily done, as the package is small and is held in place by the thumb. When the leaf is crushed up, the two packages look like one, and when they have been crushed quite small, the envelopes are brought to the top and passed to the volunteer, the other package being retained in the hand. This sounds rather difficult, but a little practice will make the move absolutely invisible.

The performer now turns to his table to get the sealing-wax and gets rid of the palmed package, and the trick proceeds as described above.

For the repetition, while the volunteer is flattening the ring, the performer goes to the table and gets another leaf of the program, and at the same time gets possession of the other set of envelopes, which contains the borrowed ring, and the trick is finished as given above.

Guibal used to finish by gathering up the torn envelopes after the lady had opened the last one and found her ring, and rolling them into a ball, passing them to the lady who had loaned him the program. Upon opening them she found her original program none the worse except for a few wrinkles. This substitution was by the same method used earlier in the trick.
The Cigarette Paper Tear

Standing very high in the aristocracy—one might even say the royalty—of pocket tricks, is our old friend the cigarette trick. Many of the cleverest magicians of our time have held this little illusion in high esteem, and, while the general manipulation is practically the same in all cases, each of the "big fellows" has used some variation reflecting his own individuality.

The bare bones of the trick may be summed up as follows: With the hands shown to be quite empty, a cigarette paper is torn into bits, which are rolled into a ball or pellet. This, being immediately opened, is shown to have been restored to its original form, the pieces seemingly having been magically rejoined. Usually the trick is repeated to "show how it is done," but the repetition only serves to deepen the mystery.

First, I will explain the trick as presented by our late beloved dean, Harry Kellar, who gave me permission to do so.

Kellar folded a duplicate paper into a small packet and stuck it on the left thumb-nail with magician's wax. By holding the hands near the body, palms outward, this was not visible even when he was surrounded by spectators. Holding the other paper in his right hand, he brought the hands together, slowly tore the paper into bits and rolled it into a small packet. Then he switched the packets, leaving the pieces attached to the thumb-nail, and, continuing the slow motions, opened the packet and displayed the apparently restored paper. This he allowed to flutter to the floor, showing the bands empty as at the beginning.

At the first opportunity he shifted the pieces from the nail to the inside of the hand and got rid of them.

Of course he used this only as an impromptu pocket trick and the mystery of the restoration was greatly enhanced by the slow and deliberate manner in
which it was presented.

When his audience was all in front, the hands could be held well away from the body without fear of the hidden packet being seen.

Another method is that used by a friend of mine, a society entertainer in New York City, who has supplied me with the following minutely detailed summary of the trick as performed by himself.

First, fold a cigarette paper lengthwise in accordion plaits one-fourth of an inch wide, then fold over and over (not accordion fashion) in the opposite direction in folds of the same size, which makes a package one-fourth of an inch square. I usually have a number of papers thus folded in my pocket, so that I am always prepared for the trick.

Hold this package concealed between the tips of the first and second fingers of the left hand and pick up the "book" of cigarette papers with the same hand, tear out a single paper and hold it between the left thumb and finger while you lay the book aside with the right hand. While doing this, roll the square package to the ball of the left forefinger, which brings it behind the open paper and between the balls of the finger and thumb. Press it firmly against the back of the paper and it becomes entirely invisible from all points of view. Both hands are now displayed, back and front, with the fingers widely distended.

Now, roll the square package back to its position between the fingers and proceed to tear the visible paper into strips, not bits, and fold them into a package similar to the concealed package. Fold over and over, so that there may be no loose ends and the last fold will bring the two packages together; then turn once more, which will bring the whole paper to the top and the pieces next to the forefinger, and hold both packages, which look like one, between the points of the two forefingers. This shows that there is nothing concealed anywhere about the hands. Then proceed to open up the whole paper and, in smoothing it out, roll the pack of pieces behind it and press against the back as before. The restored paper can now be freely shown, back and front; but, before anyone has time to figure out where the torn pieces have gone, you say: "Now I am going to show you how it is done." At the same time you crush up the restored paper with the fingers of both hands and pretend to put it in your pocket with the left; what you really do, however, is to leave the torn pieces in the pocket and roll the whole paper to the position between the tips of the fingers as it was at the beginning."

Then, say: "Of course you know by this time that I use two pieces of paper."
While saying this take two pieces from the "book," one of which you pass to the left hand, thus covering the concealed pack, and the other you crush up into a pellet. Continue the patter by saying: "One of the papers I show you" displaying the one in the left hand--"and the other I conceal at the roots of my thumb, thus." Suiting the action to the word you place the pellet between the left thumb and the side of the palm.

Remember, you now hold a whole paper between the thumb and finger of the left hand and pressed against the back of this is another whole one, while a third is held at the roots of the left thumb. Now, tear the open piece into strips and roll into a pellet. With the fingers of the right hand you next pretend to exchange the pellet of torn pieces for the whole paper at the roots of the thumb. As a matter of fact, you do not make the exchange, and right here I use a sleight that I have never seen anyone else introduce into the trick. After tearing the paper I take both the torn strips and the concealed pellet into the right hand and, while rolling up the strips, I conceal the torn pieces between the points of the first and second fingers of the right hand. After pretending to make the exchange I return the whole piece only to the fingers of the left. By this means I am enabled to show the left hand empty with the exception of the pack hold by the thumb, during the supposed exchange.

Pretend to have a little difficulty in opening out the paper. This gives an excuse for dampening the fingers of the right hand on the tongue, in doing which you leave the torn pieces in the mouth. The little struggle with this paper also dislodges the pack held by the thumb and it drops to the floor, as if by accident, upon which you say: "That was rather a bad bungle, but let the pieces lie there for the present." Then smooth out the paper, showing it to be fully restored, hold it between the finger and thumb, and with a breath blow it out into your audience and show both hands absolutely empty.

Finish by saying: "A magician is always supposed to have something up his sleeve and what I now have in that suspected locality is a method of getting out of difficulty in case of an accident. For instance, these pieces dropped to the floor"--picking up the pellet "and it made no difference, as I was showing you how the trick was done; but if it had happened during the first showing I could still have saved the situation by blowing on the pieces like this,"--blowing on the pellet" which has the effect of knitting them together, as you see." Open the pellet and show it to be intact, allow it to flutter to the floor and show the hands back and front with fingers wide apart.
The Torn Paper Ribbon

CHING Ling Foo was the first to present this illusion before an American audience. It was an immediate success and since that time it has, in one form or another, graced the program of nearly every magician and amateur of note throughout this country.

I cannot state positively the method used by Ching, but the most practical of the many forms in general use, and by far the easiest to perform, is by means of the thumb fake. This is a sort of thimble shaped and painted to imitate the first joint of the thumb, in which a duplicate of the ribbon, folded in the shape of an accordion about one inch in length, is loaded. These fakes can be purchased at any magic shop.

In presenting the trick the performer slips the loaded fake onto his right thumb, where it is invisible at a very short distance, and steps forward with a tissue paper ribbon about half an inch wide and three feet long held in the same hand. The ribbon is usually red and is shown to be unprepared. He proceeds to tear the ribbon in half, then in quarters, and so on till he holds thirty-two pieces, each a little over an inch in length.

He then squares up the pieces and at the same time secretly takes the fake from his thumb and withdraws the duplicate ribbon, which he slips up in front of the torn pieces between the thumb and finger of the left hand, fanning out the folds, the folds giving it the appearance of the torn pieces. The latter are now pushed into the fake which is returned to the right thumb, while the same thumb and finger get hold of an end of the ribbon and slowly pull it out to its full length, showing it fully restored and both bands empty.

Some performers repeat the trick "to show how it is done." This effect may be obtained by using another thumb fake or by having the duplicate ribbon in a little package pasted to the back of the original, either at one end or in the
middle. As they have seen that the other was without preparation the audience
will not notice that you keep a part of one ribbon concealed when repeating the

Begin by saying, "Perhaps I did that a little too fast, I'll do it more slowly, so
that you may see just how it is done. Of course I use two ribbons. This one is
folded in short lengths and I will hold it here at the side of my thumb." (See
description of this move in the cigarette trick, previously described.) Then pick
up the other paper and tear it as before. After exchanging the torn pieces for the
duplicate, say, "I will now exchange these torn pieces for the whole one."

Make the exchange openly and draw out the whole ribbon. In conclusion say,
"The best way to get rid of these torn pieces is to join them in the same way."

At this moment you draw out the duplicate and show that whole also, with the
remark, "Now you know how it is done."

In case the thumb fake is used the second time the torn pieces are loaded into it
as before, but if the packet is used the pieces are held between the tips of the
first and second fingers, of the right hand. In moistening the fingers before
drawing out the whole ribbon, the pieces are left in the mouth.

There are several other methods of "getting the duplicate ribbon. One is to have
a little pocket in the front of the coat in which the packet is concealed and a
thread which is attached to it so arranged that the thumb can be hooked into it
and the packet drawn out. Another is to conceal it under the foot and get hold
of it when picking up a piece "accidentally" dropped.
ONE of the principles employed in this clever combination are new, but, as
the audience only sees the surface of a trick, the effect is none the worse on that
account. If this surface is properly camouflaged, the closer one sticks to the
time-tried methods the better.

In effect, the performer takes one of the leaves from an advertising calendar,
tears off a corner and gives it to one of the audience to hold. Then he tears the
remainder of the leaf into strips, which he rolls into a ball, saying: "There's
another month gone, how time flies!" Holding the ball at the tips of the fingers
of the left band, he picks up a fan from the table with the right and fans the
strips, at the same time working the ball open with the fingers. He then lays the
fan on the table and straightens out the paper, showing the leaf restored. He
passes it to the spectator who holds the piece torn from the corner, who fits it in
place and reports that the fit is perfect. He then pretends that someone looks
suspicious, and, turning to him says: "I see, sir, that you suspect some trickery
on my part, but you wrong me, you really do. I assure you that I am as innocent
as an unusually young babe. You think that I kept this original sheet and tore
up another. Now just to make you regret all the rest of your life that you so
wrong fully mistrusted a fellow mortal, I'm going to sacrifice another month of
our all too short life by again tearing this into bits." He proceeds exactly as
before, returns to his table, picks up the fan and fans his right hand while
walking back toward the audience. Then he straightens it out and again has the
corner fitted.

Turning to the suspicious spectator he says, "Sir, I shall expect a public
apology from you. Otherwise my second will call on you in the morning."

Explanation.- Three calendar leaves are used, which should be about five by
six inches in size and all of the same month. Put two of these together and hold
up to the light, taking care that the figures lie exactly one over another. If the
edges of the paper are not even, trim with scissors so that the two are exactly alike. Then, holding these close together, tear off a corner. If this is carefully done one of the torn corners will fit either of the leaves. Lay one of the corners on your table and throw the other away. Over the torn corner lay a complete calendar, the top leaf of which must be the same as the prepared ones. One of the prepared leaves is rolled up into a ball and concealed under the vest on the right side, and the other treated in the same way and hidden in the bend of the left elbow.

To begin the trick, pick up the calendar and at the same time the torn corner, which is held against the back at the top, with the left hand, and with the right tear off the leaf, slip it under the left thumb, which is on the front, and draw the calendar away. This will leave the leaf in the left hand with the torn corner held against the back. Now tear off a corner of the leaf, being sure that it is the same corner as that torn from the hidden leaves, and make the tear as near like the original as possible. Pass the leaf to the right hand, at the same time shifting the corners, retaining the one just torn off in the left hand and substituting the hidden one. While the left hand is behind the leaf making the change, crush the last torn corner into a pellet and get rid of it at the first opportunity by dropping it on the floor. Give the other corner to a spectator to hold, and then tear the leaf into strips, roll into a ball and hold at the tips of the fingers of the left hand. Then draw up the sleeve, seemingly to show that the ball does not "go up the sleeve," but really to get possession of the ball concealed in the bend of the elbow.

Pretend to pass the ball from the left to the right hand, but really palm it at the root of the left thumb and show the prepared one in its place. Then, as you pick up the fan, drop the ball on your servante, or, if you use a black art table, into the pocket. In the absence of both of these, have the fan lying on top of a couple of books and drop the ball behind them. Fan out the leaf as described above and pass it to the person holding the torn corner. Of course it will be found to fit perfectly.

Now tear the second leaf as described above, turn and go to your table for the fan. With your back to the audience, get the ball from under the vest and hold it up high where all can see it; at the same time slip the torn pieces under the vest on the other side, and finish as already described.
Those familiar with the Hindoo Sand Trick will find here a similar effect without the disagreeable feature of the muddy water. Instead of sand, small pieces of tissue paper are used, and the water is eliminated.

A large glass candy-jar, seven or eight inches high, with an opening sufficiently large for the hand to pass freely into it, is passed for examination together with a tray on which are four paper bags, each containing a quantity of paper clippings. These clippings should be about one inch by an inch and a quarter in size, and each bag filled with a different color: red, white, blue, and green. The combined contents of the bags should be sufficient to fill the jar about three-quarters full.

Have the contents of the bags poured into the jar by one of the audience, thoroughly mixed, and the jar passed to someone to hold, the tray being held by another.

Now, ask the audience to name one of the colors. When this has been done, ask the person who is holding the jar to reach in and take out a handful of the selected color. No matter what he says or does, you remark: "No, not that way! Like this." Plunge your hand into the jar and bring out a handful of the desired color and drop it on the tray. If the color was, for example, blue, you can say, "If you had asked for red it would have been just as easy," and while speaking, reach in again and bring out a handful of red, and toss it on the tray with the other.

Continue by saying, "There are still two other colors. Which do you prefer?" Whichever is chosen, produce it in the same way. Place the jar on the tray and start back toward your table. If anyone should ask for the remaining color, produce it at once; if not, pretend that it is asked for, bring out a handful and, holding the hand high, where all can see it, let the paper fall in a shower on the
The Selective Touch

The only preparation necessary is to make a small packet of each color, enough to make a fair-sized handful when loosened. Squaring up the pieces as you would a pack of cards, put a strip of tissue paper around them and paste the ends together to hold the pieces secure. A packet about three-quarters of an inch thick will suffice. Secrete two of these under the bottom of the vest on the right side and two on the left, or, if you prefer, one on each side and one in a little pocket sewed on each trouser-leg at the back, just where it can be easily reached by the hand.

When the first color is called for, and while asking the holder of the jar to produce it, get hold of the proper package and hold it in the bend of the fingers; then, with the palm of the hand toward the body, so it cannot be seen, when the proper moment arrives, plunge the hand into the jar and under cover of the other pieces work the package in the hand a moment to break the band and loosen the pieces. Next, holding the hand well above the tray, continue to work the fingers and let the clippings fall a few at a time, by which means they are separated and more or less crushed, thus making a bigger show. While doing this with one hand, secure the second packet with the other and produce as above. While this is being placed on the tray get bold of the third packet, and, while asking for another color to be named, get the fourth in the other hand. Then whichever color is called for, you are prepared, and the fourth is ready for the finish.
The Dancing Sailor

The figure is cut from twelve pieces of cardboard and when complete should stand about ten inches in height. The pieces are the head, the trunk, two upper arms, two lower arms, two legs-hip to knee-two calves, and two feet. All these should be joined together in the proper places, either by threads knotted at back and front or by wires, in such a manner that they will work freely.

The performer, after taking a seat facing the company, attempts ineffectually three or four times to make the figure stand upright between his feet, which should be far enough apart to give it plenty of room. Each time the Jackey collapses and falls to the floor. The performer then says: "Look out, Jack, here comes the bo'sun." The figure does not move. The performer then blows a boatswain's whistle and the figure rises part way up and remains a few seconds, as if listening, and then drops back again. A long blast on the whistle brings the figure up standing. The performer now begins to whistle the "Sailor's Hornpipe" and the Jackey executes a very funny dance, keeping time to the music. When the music ceases it stands for a few seconds and then collapses as before.

The performer now picks up the figure and passes it to the spectators, who fail to find any "deception" about it.
The secret is quite simple. The magician's faithful friend, the black thread, puts life and agility into the jolly little tar. A thin black silk thread passes from leg to leg of the performer at the height of the sailor's head and the figure is attached to this, as shown in Fig. 1. By keeping time to the music with the heels the sailor is made to dance.

The length of the thread may be determined by experiment and it should have a black pin bent into a hook attached to each end. The thread should pass back of the calves of the legs and be fastened to the outer seam of the trousers, as this permits greater ease in walking and is less liable to "give away" the method by causing the trouser-legs to vibrate during the dance. This manner of attaching the thread also makes it possible for the figure to rise part way up and then fall back, as described above. This is done by unhooking one of the pins after the figure has been attached to the thread and manipulating it by hand while the performer bends forward to watch the sailor's movements, keeping the hand behind the calf of the leg to mask its movements.

The method of attaching the figure to the thread, as given in Modern Magic and several other books, is to cut little slits in the cardboard at the sides of the head and bend them backward, thus forming little hooks which at the proper time engage the thread. I myself prefer to bend back the little ringlets at the sides of the head, which form equally effective hooks and make it possible to offer the figure for examination both before and after the performance.
The Spirit Communication

A QUESTION is written by one of the audience, placed in the smallest of a nest of four folded papers and given to the writer to hold. When the papers are unfolded, the slip bearing the question will have vanished, being replaced by a duplicate slip on which an answer is written.

For this, take two sheets of stiff paper of exactly the same size, say nine inches square, and fold them separately in three-inch folds each way, which will give you two packages three inches square and, if the folds have been carefully made, exactly alike. Then paste the backs of the middle portions of these together, making sure that the edges register exactly. Let them dry under a heavy weight, and you will then have a double package that looks like a single fold, either side of which can be opened. Inside each of these place a smaller fold and inside these still a smaller fold.

Enclose the whole in a ten-inch sheet folded in the same way.

On a sheet torn from a scratch pad write the following: "Looking at your question in one way the answer would unquestionably be 'Yes,' but from another point of view it is equally sure to be 'No.' This leaves your spirit control in a quandary, so she has taken your leaflet along to submit it to a higher authority, hoping to have the true answer at the next sitting." Fold this, place it in one of the smallest folds and make up the nest with the answer in the bottom part of the fake fold. You are now ready for the performance.

Begin by passing the scratch pad from which the answer has been torn to one of the company and ask that a question, the answer to which must be yes or no, be written upon it, the sheet torn off and so folded that it cannot be read.

Now open the nest on your table, leaving the sheets one on another in their proper order, and ask the writer to place the folded question in the smallest one.
Then fold this as follows:

First the right hand side, then the left, then the fold nearest to you and, finally, the farthest. The next larger sheet is now folded in the, same way, but the next is the fake and must be handled differently. In this case you fold the right, left, and nearest folds as before, but instead of finishing by folding the farthest toward you, you make the last fold from you, which turns the fake over and brings the answer uppermost.

The last sheet is folded fairly, like the unprepared ones, and the package passed to the writer to hold while the "spirit influence" is invoked. Finally, the package is placed on the table and all the folds are opened fairly and rapidly one upon the other. Then the answer, which will apply to any yes or no question, will be discovered.
The Knife and Paper Sleight

I
F you cannot make a speech or sing a song and are not a success as a story-
teller, you may still make an after-dinner hit if you know a few dinner-table
tricks. The following is one of the best of this class.

Tear six pieces of paper about half an inch square, dampen them with water or
wine, and stick them on the blade of a table knife, three on each side, about an
inch and a half apart and as nearly opposite each other as possible.

Now remark that there is a great affinity between these bits of paper, so much
so that when one is removed its partner vanishes also. To prove this take away
the one nearest the handle, roll it into a pellet and throw it away. Show both
sides of the knife: it will be seen that only two remain on each side. Remove
another and show only one on each side. Finally, take away the last-one and
show both sides clean. Then say: "Hold on! I have just received a wireless
message from the three partners, saying that they could not find their friends
and are coming back. Oh, here they are!" Turn the knife over and reveal the
three, showing both sides in succession several times, one having three papers
and the other being clean. Stop with the papers uppermost and say: "Now I
hear the others coming back." Show three on each side as at first. Show both
sides several times and then stop suddenly and turn the ear to the knife, as if
listening, and say: "Certainly, we'll excuse you." Then to the company: "The
submerged partners say they have a date and must get away at once. Ah, there
they go!" Turn the knife and show the under side clean. Pass it for examination
with three on one side only.

The whole trick depends on a quick turn of the knife so that only one side is
shown when the audience think they see both sides in succession. The twist can
be learned in a few minutes and it cannot be detected if the instructions here
given are followed.
After placing the six squares hold the knife with the blade near the surface of the table and pointing away from your body. Grasp the handle naturally with the lower part of the end nearest the blade resting on the middle joint of the forefinger, the thumb being on top. To show the other side, bring the knife up against your chest with the point of the blade just below your chin. Repeat this three or four times, then bring it down to the table and take off the first square, after which you bring the knife upward as before; but this time, during the upward movement, push your thumb toward the point of the forefinger just far enough to give the knife a half turn so that the same side will be exposed, and when bringing it downward reverse the twist. By this means you can show either side at will and the effects described above are easily obtained.
The Chameleon Confetti

First Method

For this an oblong box of thin wood or pasteboard is used, which is shown to be empty, also three bags of confetti, one red, one white and one blue. The confetti is poured into the box and thoroughly mixed, a handful being dropped on a plate to show that the mixture is complete. Another plate is now picked up and shown to be empty, and the audience is asked to name one of the colors. The performer immediately reaches into the box and brings out handful after handful of the chosen color and drops it on the plate, passing it for examination. The production of the other colors in the same way follows.

SECRET.- The box has two partitions hinged loosely at the bottom, so that they will either lie flat on the bottom or stand upright. (See Fig. 2.) When standing they are held in place by a weak spring. When the box is shown, the partitions lie on the bottom where, the inside of the box being dead black, they are invisible. Stand the box on the table and show the bags of confetti to be unmixed. Keeping the bags in sight, return to the table and again show the box empty, turning it over and rapping on the bottom with the wand to further prove its emptiness. Of course when you turn it bottom up the partitions fall into an upright position, where they are held by the springs, and
the box now has three compartments. The confetti is now poured into the box, one color into each compartment, and while you pretend to mix them, you retain a little of each color in the band and drop it on the first plate. While walking toward the audience this is taken in the hand and dropped on the plate several times, seemingly to show it, and by this means it becomes thoroughly mixed.

**Second Method**

In this a glass box is used. The box stands on the table and is seen to be full of black confetti, a handful of which is taken openly from the box and thrown in the air to prove its color. The box is then fanned gently and the color changes to red, a handful being thrown out as before. Fanned again it is changed to blue, and finally to white, this being proved each time by a handful tossed in the air.

The secret of this is entirely in the glass box, which is divided as shown in Fig. 3. Division A is filled with black confetti; B with red; C with blue; and D, with white. While you are fanning the box with a fan held in the right hand, the left rests on the table near the box, and when the latter is hidden by the fan, you give it a quarter turn, bringing another color to the front, and the thing is done. This does not sound very wonderful to read, but the effect can be made very telling if properly handled.

**Third Method**

A glass vase is examined by the audience and filled by them with thoroughly mixed confetti: red, white, blue and black. The performer returns to his table and places the vase in plain sight of all, and on being asked for either color, takes up a handful, drops it on a plate and passes it for examination, when it is found to be of the chosen color. The other colors can be produced in any order called for.
For this effect the performer has concealed beneath his vest a package of confetti of each color, closely packed in a tissue paper cover of the same color. As he returns to the stage, he drops these into the vase, and it is then only necessary to pick up the color called for and squeeze it in the hand, thus breaking the covering, and let the contents fall on the plate.

An added effect is possible by having a duplicate package of one of the colors, red, for example, concealed behind some object on your table. Then, after the four colors have been produced, take the vase into the audience and show that the contents are still mixed as at first, return to the table, and set down the vase as if the trick were finished, at the same time picking up the extra package of confetti in the right hand and holding it concealed in the bend of the fingers. Then, say, as if by an afterthought, "Of course if somebody still wants red confetti, it is the easiest thing in the world to satisfy his desire." While speaking, pick up the plate with the left hand and reach into the vase with the right, producing the color as before.
Production of Confetti

This serves as a good introduction to the Water from Confetti effect.

The performer fills a tumbler with clear water and sets it on the table, after which he displays four pieces of different colored tissue paper and drops them into the water, stirring them about with the handle of a fan, and finally fishing them out with it. He takes them in the left hand, squeezes the water out and passes them to the right. Picking up the fan with the left hand, he fans the right, as if to complete the drying process, when a cloud of dry confetti is blown from the hand. Upon opening it, the wet sheets have vanished.

To produce this effect, make a small, closely packed bundle of confetti, confined in a tissue paper covering, and attach it to the back side of the fan at the top. Pick up the fan by this end and use the other to stir the paper sheets. After taking the paper in the left hand, lay down the fan, retaining the packet of confetti in the right. Break the covering and fan out as above, rolling the wet sheets into as small a ball as possible and letting it drop to the floor. As the air is full of flying confetti the falling of the little ball will not be seen.
Another Confetti Change

IN this effect two ordinary glass tumblers are filled, one with red and the other with blue confetti, placed on a tray and passed for examination. Any person is at liberty to pour the confetti out upon the tray, one color at a time, of course, to prove that there is no preparation. The glasses are then wrapped in two pieces of newspaper, twisted at the top as in Fig. 4, and placed on separate tables. Show a little uncertainty and ask the audience which is which. This is sure to develop a difference in opinion, so, to make sure, tear a little hole in the side of each paper and reveal the color. Turn the glasses with these holes to the back after the audience is fully convinced of the location of each color.

Command the confetti to change places, remove the paper and show the changed position. Stand the tumblers on the tray as before and pass for examination.

EXPLANATION.--The pieces of newspaper are about a foot square and are double, with a small piece of clear celluloid between. On one side of each piece of celluloid is pasted a thin layer of confetti of the respective colors. When wrapping the glasses, place the one containing red confetti in the paper with the blue fake, and vice versa, being careful that the celluloid surface is toward the outside, and proceed as described above.
IN the well-known Indian Sand Trick the performer shows four or five saucers, each containing a handful of colored sand, pours the various colors into a bowl of water and, after they are thoroughly mixed, produces any color that the audience calls for, allowing it to flow from his hand in a perfectly dry state.

A variation of this effect in which confetti is used instead of sand is here explained for the first time in print.

A blown eggshell for each color is necessary, each of them being treated as follows: First stuff it full of confetti of a single color and seal the holes with waterproof cement. Then make a pellet of wet plaster of Paris a little larger than a pea, place it on a sheet of glass and press the side of the egg firmly into it. When this dries it will stick to the egg, but will come away from the glass, thus giving the egg a "foot" so that it will not roll about. Then dye the egg the same color as the confetti enclosed. Any of the analine dyes of commerce will serve for this. It should then be given a water resisting coating by being dipped quickly in and out of melted paraffin.

Place one of these eggs in the centre of each saucer, heap the confetti of the same color around it, and place the saucers in a semicircle around the front of the bowl. Show the bowl to be empty and unprepared, and fill it with clear water from a glass pitcher. Pour the confetti into the water, keeping the bottom of the saucers toward the audience, and note the position of each egg, so that it may be easily found. When all are in, mix the confetti and water thoroughly with your wand, being careful not to disturb the eggs, and while stirring the mixture with the right hand get hold of a handful of lycopodium with the left. As you finish stirring let this drop on the surface of the water, but do not try to stir it in. If you prefer you may do this openly, saying that it is a magic powder which causes the colors to separate. The lycopodium acts as a resistant to the
water and the hand may now be dipped into it and the chosen egg brought out; the hand, the egg and the confetti being alike bone dry.

Pick up one of the saucers with the other hand and, holding it beneath, crush the shell and allow the confetti to fall slowly into it. When nearly all has fallen bring the hand down and pick up half a handful and let it drop on the saucer again, showing that it is perfectly dry. In doing this drop the fragments of the shell behind the heaped confetti, covering them with that which drops from the hand.

Finish by producing the other colors in the order called for. At the close a handful may be taken in each hand and passed for examination, or it may be held on the open palm and blown toward the audience.
The Floating Ball

This is an excellent little illusion and one that will prove the quality of the performer's showmanship. If given an artistic presentation it always makes a decided impression; if not so presented, it is flat and colorless.

First, pass for examination a solid ring of metal or wood, about twelve inches in diameter, and a Japanese paper napkin. Drop the ring over the head, letting it rest on the shoulder, return to your stage, crush up the napkin into a loose ball and lay it on the extended palm of the left hand. Make a few mesmeric passes over it with the right hand and after a moment it will slowly rise from the palm and float between the two hands.

Just here is the critical stage of the trick, for all depends on the graceful movements of the hands, which appear to influence the motions of the ball without contact, or with only an occasional contact of the tips of the fingers. Wave the hands above and below the ball to prove that it is not suspended by invisible wires, and take the ring from the neck and pass it backward and forward around it, thus seeming to prove that there is no connection anywhere. Drop the ring back over the head and after some further manipulation bring the ball back to the palm of the hand where it started, then, without making any suspicious movement with the hands, walk to the front and toss the ball into the audience.
The secret lies in the fact that the ball is made around a fine black thread, one end of which is fastened to a chair-back and the other terminates in a loop large enough to pass over the ear of the performer. This loop should be made by tying a bow slip-knot and leaving a hanging end two or three inches long with a pellet of magician's wax at the end. (See Fig. 5.)

This loop should lie on the table or in some easily accessible place, and, when the performer returns to the stage after the examination of the ring and napkin, he picks it up and slips it over his left ear, sticking the pellet of wax to the cheek just in front, and stands with his right side towards the audience. Standing away from the chair till the thread becomes taut, the slip knot is drawn down till the loop fits closely around the ear so that it cannot slip off.

The napkin is now crushed into a ball around the thread, which has been allowed to slacken a little by the performer's moving nearer the chair, and placed on the palm. The movements of the ball are controlled by moving the head or bending the body nearer to, or further from, the chair. The sequence of moves I must leave to the ingenuity of the student.

At the finish, when making the passes with the right hand, which are supposed to cause the ball to settle on the left palm, bring the right hand up to the face, get hold of the pellet of wax and pull the thread. This will untie the bow-knot and at the same time remove the pellet, which will leave the thread free of knots; and as you advance to the front it will be drawn through the ball and drop to the floor. The ball may now be thrown out for examination. It is not a bad idea to leave the ring in the audience also, as it will be passed from one to another and tested in all sorts of ways to discover an opening in it. Later, when you are working in the audience on some other trick, it can be picked up.
The Japanese Butterflies

It is a question whether this pretty effect should appear under the heading of Paper-tearing or under that of Paper tricks, as it shares a little the nature of both. In reality it is a feat of simple juggling, requiring but little skill after the "knack" has been acquired. The apparatus is inexpensive, consisting of a little silk paper and a couple of blonde hairs.

It is purely a Japanese production and very few European performers have made use of it, but if properly presented it can be made highly entertaining. Anderson, the Wizard of the North, is credited with its introduction into America.

Some performers open the act with the butterflies already made, but to my mind it is much more effective to first show two pieces of paper and begin by tearing and folding them into the proper shape.

By using the fan with the right hand, the butterflies can be made to rise from the palm, of the left, hover about the performer in the most natural manner, follow him wherever he goes, and light on the edge of a fan, or upon a bouquet of flowers taken from the table. In fact, the ingenuity of the performer will suggest many natural movements for the little moths.

PREPARATION FOR THE EFFECT.--When the butterflies are to be torn on the stage, take two oblong pieces of silk paper, a little larger than a cigarette paper, and attach one end of an eighteen-inch blonde hair to the centre of one of the long sides of each. To the centre of this hair tie another, 25 or 30 inches long, as shown at A in Fig. 6, and at the other end, B, attach a pellet of magician's wax. When you are ready to go on the stage, attach the pellet to one side of the forehead at the edge of the hair where it will not be seen. (See Fig. 7.) Then take the two pieces of paper in the right hand, being careful not to snarl the hairs, and with the fan under the arm, walk down to the front and show the squares of paper, which will seem to be unprepared, as the hair is quite invisible even at close
Now, fold the paper together as shown in Fig. 8, the hair being fastened at the point marked x, tear out the butterfly as shown, and proceed as above.

Do not be discouraged if the butterflies seem to have wills of their own at first and go anywhere but to the places you desire, for there is certainly a knack in handling the fan which cannot be explained and can be acquired only by experiment; but once you have mastered this, the movement of the butterflies can be controlled to a nicety that will surprise even yourself.

Many years ago, at an entertainment in New York, I saw an old-timer who was quite successful with this effect for which he used a slightly different method. He attached a small bead to the end of the hair and held this in his mouth, but it can be transferred to the hand or to a pocket if desired at any time. He finished by making the butterflies hover around the flame of a candle till their wings took fire and they were consumed.
SOMEBODY gave me this combination so long ago that I have forgotten who it was, but I have never seen it performed, and I suggest working it about as follows. In this form it should fit nicely into a parlor program.

Pick up a shaving stick box like B in Fig. 9 and, while unscrewing the cover, say, "I have here a number of coins...." Tip the box over the left hand; instead of coins a shaving stick drops out. Lay the stick on the table and step forward with the box, saying, "This is rather embarrassing! The fact is I have one of these boxes in which I keep a set of coins; as you see, it is just the size for a half dollar." Let the audience take the box and the coin, ostensibly to show the fit of the coin; they will take occasion to examine the box and cover at the same time. Note that they are not asked to examine it; if they were, they might notice that they have had no opportunity to examine the stick.

Continue, "In my hurry I picked up the wrong box, so my coins are at home. However, I have the box, so I must do some kind of a trick with it." After a moment of thought, take a box of mixed confetti that has been used in another trick, fill the box, blow off the surplus confetti from the top, screw on the cover and set it down near someone in the audience, asking that it be watched so that the confetti cannot escape. Return to your table and pick up the stick with the right hand and a fan with the left. Fan the right hand and a great cloud of confetti will be blown from it. When it is opened the stick will have vanished.

The person who was asked to watch the box is now requested to unscrew the cover. On doing so he finds that the confetti has disappeared. In its place is the shaving stick, which completely fills the box.
The Shaving Stick

EXPLANATION.-
Take the cover of a shaving-stick box in which the lettering is stamped in the metal, as shown in A, Fig. 9, and cut away the sides, leaving a disk just large enough to fit tightly inside another cover of the same kind.

(See B.) Glue to the top surface of this disk a thin layer of confetti. Then make an imitation shaving stick out of whitish-brown paper of the color of the soap, covering the lower part with tin-foil like the ordinary stick, fill this with closely packed confetti and load it into an unprepared shaving-stock box.

Wet the top of a new shaving stick and press the confetti-covered disk on it with the confetti side up, as in C, till the wet soap sets, when it will hold almost as firmly as if glued. Conceal this in the box of mixed confetti and you are ready for the performance.

Fill the box once or twice, letting the confetti flow back into the larger box, and finally load in the stick the disk giving it the appearance of a full box. When the cover is screwed on it twists the disk off the top of the stick and wedges it tightly into the top of the cover, so that when the custodian of the box unscrews the top the inside has exactly the appearance it originally had, and all seems fair to him. It is well, however, to get the cover into your own hands as soon as possible, so that the investigation may not be carried too far.

The fake stick is simply crushed in the hand and broken open, the pieces being dropped to the floor with the confetti.

A needle-sized hole in the cover through the milled edge will not be seen, and by means of this the fake can be forced out; otherwise it will be difficult to remove it.
The Paper Flags

This very pretty production trick was in De Kolta's program during his first engagement at the Eden Musée This was, I think, its first showing in America.

De Kolta first displayed a number of pieces of different colored tissue paper about six inches square. These he rolled into a small ball and suddenly in place of them his hands were filled with little paper flags, each on a staff. As he walked through the audience the flags multiplied marvellously and he scattered them in all directions, the supply seeming to be inexhaustible.

The flags used by De Kolta were of tissue paper, about an inch and a half by two inches in size, and the staffs were of broom straw. They were made up in packets of a hundred or more and for compactness half were laid in one direction and half in the other. The packets were wrapped in black tissue paper with the ends open, and disposed in different pockets. The first in a little pocket just inside the opening of the coat on the right side. To this a black thread was attached and the other end fastened to the lapel of the vest. In showing the paper squares the left thumb was hooked over the thread, the packet brought behind the squares, the black paper broken and the flags produced.

While walking through the audience and bending over to throw flags to distant seats, other packets were taken from under the lapel of the coat, from beneath the vest and other handy hiding places.

Later performers used much larger flags on wooden staffs, with their professional cards printed on them.
READERS of Professor Hoffmann's Later Magic may recall a trick in which a handkerchief is changed to paper shavings. The invention is there credited to Herr Camill Bihler, a German conjuror. Many different combinations have been founded on this little trick, and the following, which I modestly claim as my own, is one that can be worked anywhere and has an excellent "punch" at the finish.

The effect is as follows: Standing on your table is a pasteboard box, say, twelve inches long, eight inches wide and six deep, two-thirds full of paper clippings of mixed colors; also an empty glass tumbler, a colored handkerchief, a small piece of flash paper and a paper cylinder about six inches in height, open at both ends and of sufficient size to be slipped loosely over the tumbler.

First show the cylinder, holding it in an upright position, and say, "I have here a paper bag without top or bottom and quite empty, as you see." To "prove" this statement, pass your wand down through the cylinder very carefully, as if avoiding something hidden therein. This will have the effect of convincing many of the company that it is far from empty, and, pretending to hear a protest, you bring the wand up to the horizontal with the cylinder hanging on it, so that all can see completely through it. Whirling the cylinder on the wand a few times, you remark, "I think you folks are over-particular. If you insist upon seeing through everything, how can I hope to surprise you?"

Go back to your table and bring forward the box, leaving the cylinder standing on the table. Tip the box forward so that they can see the clippings, take out a handful, toss them in the air and then place the box on a side table.

Pick up the handkerchief and throw it across the left arm and then take the tumbler, saying, "Here's something else that you can see through. As you see, empty on the inside and empty on the outside, except for an invisible
combination of oxygen and other gases without which it would be impossible for me to continue the experiment." Fill the tumbler with clippings and pour back into the box two or three times to show that all is perfectly fair, and the last time blow away the heaped clippings from the top, cover it with the handkerchief step forward and say, "I will now pass the tumbler and its contents into the paper bag there on the table. Shall I do it visibly or invisibly?" Whatever the answer, shake out the handkerchief from which both glass and clippings have vanished. Cross to the table and lift the cylinder, showing the glass full of clippings, which you pour into the box. Set the empty tumbler beside it.

Continue your patter by saying, "You may think that these things travel in this remarkable manner because they belong to me. To disprove this I should like to use something of your own. Will some kind lady loan me a wedding ring? Don't be afraid to trust me with it, for I almost always return the articles which I borrow." Have the lender slip the ring on the point of your wand, return to your table and lay down the wand with the ring still on it. Now fill the tumbler with clippings again, place it on the table and cover with the cylinder. Wrap the ring in the flash paper and toss it in the air, where it vanishes in a burst of flame. Immediately lift the cylinder and it will be seen that the clippings have vanished and in their place is a guinea-pig. Bring the glass and the cylinder forward without touching the pig and the owner of the ring will find her property tied by a ribbon around the neck of the pig.

A description of the properties and their uses will give a pretty clear idea of the working of the trick. They are as follows:

First, three clear glass tumblers, all alike, with nearly straight sides.

Second, a box of paper clippings, as described above.

Third, a cardboard shell shaped to fit inside one of the tumblers, filling it completely. The bottom of the shell is open and an opening half an inch wide extends up one side to within half an inch of the top. The top is closed by a disk of cardboard which projects about an eighth of an inch all around, so that it can be gripped and carried away with the cylinder. Paper clippings are glued all over the outside of the shell, so that when it is in the tumbler the latter appears to be full of clippings. Inside this shell a guinea-pig is loaded. Around his neck is a ribbon tied in a bow-knot, the bows of which are four inches long and are allowed to protrude through the opening in the side of the shell. This is now loaded into one of the tumblers with the ribbon bows hanging outside, and thus loaded the tumbler is concealed under the clippings in the box.
Fourth, a paper cylinder, as described.

Fifth, a double handkerchief inside which a ring of the size of the top of the tumbler is so arranged that it will drop into one of the corners or into the centre, as desired. A good description of this handkerchief will be found in Hoffmann's Modern Magic, page 370.

Sixth, a piece of flash paper, which may be procured from any dealer in magical apparatus. Fold a hem about a quarter of an inch wide along one edge of the paper and glue it down, thus making a little tube along one side. Close one end of this tube with glue and drop into it a little flash powder, which is made by mixing equal parts of chlorate of potash and sugar of milk, and slip in an acid tube and seal up the other end. The acid tubes are needle-sized glass tubes filled with sulphuric acid, and can be found at any magic store.

At the beginning, the third tumbler, filled with paper clippings, stands behind the box on the table. After the cylinder has been shown empty, drop it over the glass of clippings while picking up the box. This will not be noticed, as the two moves are made simultaneously and the cylinder is left on the table in full sight.

When the first glass is filled from the box, it is held in the left hand just above the box and covered with the handkerchief. The right hand then seizes the ring, which appears to be the top of the tumbler, and the left hand lowers the tumbler and leaves it in the box, and that part of the trick is finished as described above.

The borrowed ring is on the point of the wand as described in the Ring and Program, previously explained. After getting possession of the borrowed ring you fill the tumbler with clippings two or three times as before, and while doing this, slip the ring over one of the bows of ribbon hanging from the loaded glass, passing the end of the bow over the ring; the latter will then be tied fast to the bow. When filling the tumbler for the last time, leave it in the box and bring up the loaded glass instead, being careful that the opening and the hanging ring are on the side away from the audience.

Now, cover the loaded tumbler with the cylinder, pick up the wand, slide the dummy ring off and wrap it in the flash paper. As you toss it in the air, break the tube with the fingers and the flash follows.

When you lift the cylinder from the tumbler all eyes will be on the guinea-pig thus giving you an opportunity to let the shell drop from the cylinder into the box. You can then carry the empty cylinder with you when you take the
tumbler to the owner of the ring.
Coffee, Milk and Sugar

This belongs to that class of tricks which, while old in years of service, is, if artistically presented, ever new to an audience. It was one of the favorites of our dean, Harry Kellar (Regret to say that since writing this book, Dean Kellar passed away, in Los Angeles, March 10, 1922. In the near future I hope to be able to publish his biography, on which I have been working for several years. Dean Kellar was an ornament to the world of magic.-H. H.) and in a different form figured in the programs of those never-to-be-forgotten artists, Imro Fox and Chung Ling Soo.

In the Kellar version a light wooden box half full of white paper clippings was shown, a handful of which he tossed in the air with that well-remembered expression, "Papier blanco;" then a like box of blue clippings, introduced as "Papier bleu;" finally, a box of bran. A nickeled cocktail shaker was then produced, shown to be quite empty, and filled with the white clippings. This was placed on a side table and covered with a little square of black velvet. Another like vessel was filled with the blue clippings, placed on another table and covered in the same way; and finally, a glass jar was filled with bran and covered with a paper cylinder.

After a few mesmeric passes the velvet cover was removed from the first shaker and it was found to be full of steaming hot coffee; the second was full of milk, and when the cylinder was lifted from the glass jar it was full of cut loaf sugar.

Explanation.--In the boxes of white and blue clippings were concealed duplicate shakers, one filled with coffee and the other with milk. These were furnished with metal covers upon which paper clippings of the respective colors were pasted, and while pretending to fill the others the performer exchanged them for these, which appeared to be full of clippings. At one side of each of these covers a little ear of the metal projected and in the act of
covering with the velvet squares the cover was lifted by this ear, carried back and dropped on the servante.

For the bran a shell of metal of the shape and size to fit loosely in the glass jar, with the top closed by a disk having a projecting flange and the bottom open was used. This shell was covered with a coating of bran so that when in the jar it had the appearance of being full of bran. The shell, filled with sugar, stood bottom up in one corner of the box of bran and was loaded into the jar when the performer was pretending to fill it. When the cylinder was lifted from this the flange was pinched through the paper and the shell carried away with it and dropped into the box of bran.

A good finish for this trick when it is performed in a parlor is to have a tray with a sufficient number of after-dinner coffee cups to supply the whole company, and serve them all with hot coffee. If the company is too large for the supply of coffee, a little warm water should be previously placed in each cup.

In the form of this trick used by Fox, Soo and others, the velvet squares were dispensed with. They passed for examination the two cocktail shakers and two shallow metal lids for the same. The duplicate shakers were covered with loosely fitting covers with a coating of clippings, and as the lids fitted closely over these, they were carried away also when the latter were removed. Full sets of this apparatus will be found at any magical emporium.

Fox used to finish by pouring out a cup of coffee and, when about to drink it, pretending to change his mind and throwing the contents out into the audience; instead of a shower of hot coffee it proved to be a cupful of blue and white clippings. This was accomplished by means of a cup with a false bottom, all the coffee passing into the hollow saucer.
The Ballot or Pellet Test

Of all the tricks ever conceived wherein paper serves as a vehicle, the greatest from every standpoint is the Pellet, or, as it is sometimes called, the Ballot, Test, its names being taken from the terminology of the spirit mediums, who for many years have found it to be a positive gold mine. Fortunes have been built and are still being amassed on this trick alone.

In my travels over the face of the earth I have met hundreds of both professional and amateur workers of this marvellous delusion, and I am free to say that no trick that I have ever seen gives such an impression of openness and simplicity in execution and at the same time such startling results.

The best amateur performance of the test I ever witnessed was given by John Ringling, of circus fame, and by far the best professional demonstration was by Dr. Reiss.

The usual method of presentation is to distribute a number of slips of paper about the size of cigarette papers and ask the company to write any question they please and then fold the papers into small squares. Sometimes these are collected in a hat and sometimes they are thrown openly on the table; then, without any apparent opportunity of seeing what is written, the medium either repeats or gives some sort of answer to the questions.

The side of the trick which the audience sees differs widely in the work of different exponents, but the fundamental principle is the same in all cases. The one great necessity is to get possession of, and read, the first pellet. After that the game is easy.

In the earlier form of the trick the medium collected all the pellets in a hat, and while walking to his table stole one of them, got it open and dropped it in the hat face upward. He then placed the hat on the table, and showing his hand to
be quite empty, reached in and took one of the pellets and held it against his forehead. While doing this he read the exposed pellet. Then he closed his eyes and slowly repeated the question that he had just seen. When someone acknowledged the question he opened the pellet, apparently to see if he had repeated it correctly, but really to read the question on that one, tossed it on the table and took another from the hat, and so on till all were read. While taking the others from the hat he had ample opportunity to refold the first one, this being taken last. Of course, all the pellets being vouched for, the mystery was very deep.

Another much less artistic method is to have one of the questions written by a confederate. In this case some method of identification is necessary, so that the planted question can be spotted and left till the last. At the close all the pellets are left unfolded on the table so that anyone may inspect them, but of course it is impossible to discover which was the first selected.

The best form of the test, however, and one calling for expertness of the highest order, is the individual sitting. Here only the medium and the sitter are present, and there are men who work these sittings so cleverly that even when the victim knows the game in a general way, it is impossible for him to follow the manipulations.

The visitor is asked to sit at a square-cornered table which stands in the centre of the room, and to write five or six questions on separate slips of paper, fold them four times and leave them on the table. The medium usually picks up a sheet of paper and tears it into ballots about the size of cigarette papers, sees that the sitter has a pen or pencil and then either leaves the room or goes to some point where it is impossible for him to see what is written, asking that he be called when the ballots are written and folded. He generally folds one to show how the four folds should be made.

When recalled, the medium seats himself at the opposite side of the table, picks up a pellet at random, places it against the forehead of the sitter, who is asked to hold it there with his left hand and to place his right on the medium's head, while the latter places his own left hand on the head of the sitter, a position which is supposed to establish the necessary magnetic connection. The medium then "concentrates," massaging his brow with his free right hand, rolling his eyes, or indulging in any other hocus-pocus that he thinks will impress his sitter. After a time he decides that the connection is not perfect, and asks the sitter to hold the pellet against his, the medium's, forehead. There is still something wrong and he concludes that the personal contact will not succeed in this case, so he asks the sitter to hold the pellet in his own left hand or to put it in his pocket. After another period of "concentration," he repeats and answers...
the question.

In this case the reading is obtained by a sleight-of-hand switch of the pellets. When the medium seats himself at the table he holds concealed between the points of the first and second fingers of the left hand a blank ballot. This is folded as nearly as possible like those on the table, one of which he picks up with the same hand. Just as he is about to place it against the sitter's forehead, and while the fingers are out of his range of vision, the blank is pushed forward and the written pellet drawn back into its place, so that the sitter holds the blank. The hand is then rested on the sitter's head and the magnetic connection completed as above. The medium now opens the pellet with the left hand, reads the question, refolds and conceals it as before. He can take his time about this, as it is supposed that several minutes of concentration are necessary. There is no possible way for the sitter to detect this move, as the back of the hand rests on his head and the medium has taken the precaution to provide soft paper that will not "talk" while being unfolded. The blank pellet is now transferred to the medium's forehead and, when that position proves to be a failure, he reaches up and takes the pellet with the fingers of the right hand, which allows the sitter to see that this hand is quite empty, and passes it to the fingers of the left, where the written pellet is concealed, holding it in such a way that fully two-thirds of it is in sight. He then looks up suddenly and says, for instance, "You are not getting tired, are you?"

The sitter involuntarily raises his eyes; in a fraction of a second the switch is made and the written pellet is passed to him to hold in his left hand or to place in his pocket.

Many other methods of reading the pellet are in use. It can be opened with the left hand and palmed while the sitter is being instructed how to hold the duplicate against his forehead, read and refolded to be switched later, or dropped in the lap and read at leisure. In fact, since the sitter thinks he is holding the pellet himself, this part of the test is by no means difficult. The switch is the big idea and it must be practised until the execution is perfect, otherwise the trick will fail.

A very clever dodge, by means of which the question is read although the medium's eyes are seen to be closed throughout the period of concentration, was explained to me some time ago by an old-time medium. He got the pellet open and held it in his hand near his thigh, concealed from the sitter by the table; then with his eyes tightly closed he rolled his head from side to side and when his profile was presented to the visitor he opened his "off eye" and read the question.
Another method and one that I found very useful when I gave the test was to take a pellet haphazard from those on the table and, after holding it against my forehead for a little time, pretend to read a very silly question, a question that anyone might hesitate to answer in public. After waiting for an answer and receiving none, I would open the pellet and, glancing at it, say: "Yes, that's right," and repeat the question. Still getting no answer, I would say: "If you do not acknowledge your questions it is useless for me to proceed. I will read two more questions and if the writers do not claim them I shall go no farther." As I now had the first question memorized, the remainder of the test was eminently successful. I did not use a hat, but had the pellets thrown openly on the table.

For one entire season, 1918, I made a 10,000-pound elephant--Jenny, daughter of Jumbo--vanish twice daily at the New York Hippodrome. If that can be done without detection, it should be easy to get away with a half-inch pellet.

Confederates are also used and very wonderful tests result, as the coadjutor will say "Yes" to anything.

It is important to note all the following carefully, as this is the greatest method of all.*

(* This is one of the methods used by Dr. Reiss, who is, in my estimation, the greatest pellet reader that ever lived. I had a seance with Dr. Reiss, and if it had not been for my many years experience as an expert, I might have been mystified by his adroit manipulations and uncanny deductions. It is subtle misdirection, maneuvering, and bold presentation, and from my personal contact with him I haven't the slightest hesitancy in saying there is nothing abnormal or telepathic in his method.)

Some of the modern exponents first get the contents of all the pellets and memorize them. They then have the sitter place one in each vest pocket and the others in different spots about the room, the medium keeping track of them all. He then asks which shall be read and answered, and, after a proper amount of hesitation, he succeeds in reading and answering the one selected. The latter test has fooled some of the greatest minds in the world. A well-known performer who used this test successfully for years told me that he kept track of the different memorized pellets by means of a system of markings made with his thumb nail while refolding them.

In the above description I have by no means exhausted the possibilities of this wonderful confidence game, but have given the main features only, knowing that any reader who is clever enough to succeed with it will also be clever
enough to invent a series of moves fitted to his own capabilities.
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Paper Clippings and Water

A NEW way to use an old piece of apparatus is always desirable. The following trick, which has never appeared in print before, should therefore be a welcome newcomer.

In performing this, first show a cardboard cylinder about five inches high and two in diameter, also a ring of the same material about three-fourths of an inch wide and large enough to slip easily over the cylinder. After these have been examined, place a piece of tissue paper over one end of the cylinder and slip the ring over it, thus giving it a sort of drum-head, and tear off the superfluous paper below the ring. While returning to your table keep the cylinder in sight of the audience, so that they may see that it is not loaded in any way.

Fill the cylinder with colored paper clippings from a box on the table and pour back into the box to show that the tube is really filled with the clippings and nothing else. Fill it again and stand it on the bottom of an inverted glass tumbler. Now tear a piece about six or seven inches square from a newspaper, place the centre of it on the top of the cylinder and press it down around the sides, thus forming a sort of tent-shaped cover. Lift this cover up and show the cylinder still full of clippings, drawing attention to the fact that the tumbler is never covered and only the upper part of the cylinder is hidden by the paper.

Announce that you will now cause the clippings to pass back into the box invisibly. Then go to the box and take out a handful, saying, "You see there is no deception, for those who were particular to notice the clippings which were in the cylinder may easily recognize these as the identical fragments." Remove the paper and show that the clippings have vanished. Then twist the paper up to show that there is nothing in it and toss it into the audience.

Going back to the cylinder, glance into it and say, "I can see that there are still a few bits of paper here and I will now show you what a wonderful effect a
little water will have on them." From a small glass pitcher pour about a wineglassful of water into the cylinder and wait a moment for the promised effect. As nothing happens, you say, "Something seems to be wrong. I'll pour the water out and try again." Invert the cylinder over the pitcher, but as no water appears you say, "Hello, what has become of the water?" Look the tube over carefully and then say, "I wonder if it could get out of the bottom. Tear the tissue paper away, saying, "Still no water, but I can see that it has been used up in joining the clippings into one long ribbon." Draw out paper ribbon and reel it up on the band, the colors being the same as those of the clippings.

When the ribbon is exhausted you can show the cylinder quite empty and it may be examined if desired.

**EXPLANATION.**--For this effect a tin tube, constructed as shown in Fig. 10, is used. The inside of the top is funnel-shaped, as shown by the dotted lines, with a hole in the centre, so that water may be poured into it, but cannot be poured out. The bottom is open, but there is a bottom for the inner part a little over half an inch above, as shown by dotted lines, and in the centre of this is an opening which is plugged by a cork as shown. This is for the purpose of letting the water out when it is not in use. The outside of this tube is covered with strips of paper ribbon pasted haphazard over its surface, and in the space at the bottom is a roll of paper ribbon of the same colors as the clippings. This must fit tightly, so that it will not drop out, and the end of the inner coil drawn out a little, so as to be easily get-at-able.

The cylinder is of light cardboard, about an inch taller than the tube and just large enough to slip easily over it. A cover for this is made from a disk of tin about a sixteenth of an inch larger than the diameter of the cylinder, with a lip on the under side to keep it from slipping out of place. On the top side a thin layer of clippings is pasted, so that when it is placed on the top the cylinder appears to be full of clippings. Both the tube and the cover are concealed in the box of clippings.

After filling the cylinder two or three times, as described above, slip the tube into the cylinder, place the cover on top, lift out the apparently full cylinder, place it on the tumbler and cover with the square of paper, as described. While putting on the paper the second time with the right hand, palm off the cover with the left. This is very easy, as the cover is about the size of a silver dollar and the paper masks the move. The cover can be dropped into the box.
Now follow the original description, which needs no further explanation till you come to the point where the ribbon is exhausted. As is usual in paper ribbon productions, the hand should make wide sweeps, first one way and then the other, coiling and mixing the paper in a very effective manner, the tube being held inside the cylinder by pinching it; but just as the end of the ribbon is reached and while the sweep of the hand brings the coils below the cylinder, remove the pressure and allow the tube to fall into the coils where its colors mix with the others and it cannot be seen. Drop the coiled ribbon on the box of clippings; show the empty cylinder and take your applause.
IN WHOSE HANDS THE BILL-TEARING TRICK IS A CLASSIC

EVERYBODY familiar with magic and magicians in New York City has seen Francis J. Werner's Bill Tearing Trick. In his competent hands this effect is little short of a masterpiece of magic, and notwithstanding the tendency of the times toward stealing the other fellow's best tricks, a general policy of "hands-off" seems to have been adopted in this case, and he has had a practical monopoly of this effect for years.

Mr. Werner has given me permission to include his own version of the trick in the present volume, so I will pass it along to you with such of his patter as is necessary to make it plain.

The effect consists in tearing a bank-note into small bits and restoring it to its original form. For good measure the tearing and restoration is repeated and at the end the bill is found to be none the worse for its double destruction.

A duplicate bill is necessary and this should be crumpled into a loose ball and concealed in the bend of the left elbow, or under the edge of the vest at the right side. This bill is palmed in the right hand while returning to the stage after
borrowing the marked bill from the audience. Werner sometimes varies this by taking a roll of bills from his own pocket and remarking that he has money of his own, but prefers to borrow rather than to risk it. In replacing the roll in his pocket he palms off one bill, crumples it up and holds it in his right hand.

Several bills are usually proffered and it is best to accept one on your right if possible. The reason for this will appear as the trick develops. Pass a pencil to the lender and ask him to mark the bill for identification. When he returns it, say: "The pencil first, please, as I do not wish to have anything in my hands but your bill." The pencil is replaced in the pocket before the bill is accepted.

Then turn to someone on the left and ask him to take the number of the bill, writing it on a card or the edge of his program, and say to him: "This is in justice to me and to prevent substitution." After retiring to the stage lay the bill on the palm of the open right hand, which will conceal the duplicate palmed there, and carelessly show the left hand to be empty. Continue the patter by saying: "Some people flash their money like drunken sailors, in which case they are often approached for a loan, and if the request comes from a friend there is no excuse for refusing him, even if this one bill is all you have, so you offer him half, like this." Bring the two hands together and seize the top of the bill in the middle with the thumbs and fingers of both hands and turn the top slightly towards the body, so that it may not be torn during the next move, also to prevent cutting the right forefinger on the edge if the bill happens to be stiff. Now make a downward movement with the right hand, as if tearing the bill through the centre, but really allowing the fingers to slip over it, which will make a sound identical with that of tearing, and at the same time bend the right-hand end toward the left and seize it with the last three fingers of that hand, crumpling it up into a ball--the bill will curl over the index finger of the left hand, which will make this move easy--then bring both hands rapidly up before the chest and show the crumpled pieces (?) in each hand.

A laugh may be raised here by saying: "This is the reason that I never use my own money. Should your friend desire less than half, again tear the bill making quarters, or eighths, or sixteenths, and so on." Each time you rub the two balls together as if tearing, and finally leave the duplicate safely palmed in the left hand. Now remark that you allow your thumb-nails to grow long in order to make this final tear, and make this tear appear rather difficult.

You now have the borrowed bill in a small ball at the tips of the fingers of the left hand and the duplicate palmed in the same. You should now go to the person who took the number of the bill and ask him to examine the pieces and see if they are sufficiently small.
Great care should be exercised in executing the next move, as the eyes of all will be upon you. As you pass the borrowed bill--the supposed pieces--with your left hand, palm downward, instantly advance your right hand underneath the one in which he receives the bill and quickly bring your left hand under the right, thus covering the palmed duplicate, at the same time saying: "Be careful not to drop any of the pieces." While the crumpled bill is being opened and all are watching it, slowly withdraw your hands and get rid of the duplicate by slipping it into a pocket at the first opportunity, so that both hands shall be empty when you take back the bill, with the remark: "You find the pieces all intact, or in other words, the bill fully restored."

After having the bill identified by the owner, say: "I will now show you how it is done, but don't tell any member of the Society of American Magicians, as their laws forbid the exposure of any magical effects, and it might cost me my membership."

No duplicate is used in the second part of the trick. Return to the stage and hold the bill in the left hand, palm toward the body, and the bill hanging downward parallel to the body, the right hand being shown empty without comment.

Then say: "In performing this feat do not make any rapid movements or you will be suspected of hiding something." Then slowly show the right hand, back and front, and, taking the bill from the left, show that hand in the same way. Now let your right hand rest against the bottom of your vest as if you were taking something therefrom. Such an open movement would be unpardonable in a magician and your audience will be sure to suspect it, but proceed as if you were unconscious of the suspicion, explaining that the skeptic sometimes wants to see both sides of the bill at once. Make the following moves as if concealing something behind the bill.

"I satisfy the skeptic by showing both sides thus." Turn one of the lower corners of the bill over against the front, showing a part of the back, and let it fall back into place. "This should satisfy him." Now pass the bill from the left to the right hand and back several times, showing the respective hands empty each time, but making the change as if holding something behind the borrowed bill, and a little good acting here will convince your audience that such is the case. Someone is quite likely to ask to see both hands; if not, you can assume that you are suspected and say: "Some of you appear to think that I have another bill concealed here, but you should know that I would not do anything like that."

Here you extend your left hand palm downward, place the bill on the back of
that hand and slowly open the right, showing it to be quite empty.

Now proceed with the tearing movement as before, except that it is done much more rapidly, and no duplicate being used, the insides of the hands are not shown. Continue to tear into quarters, eighths and so on as before, the rapid movement making it impossible to detect that there is nothing in the right hand. Finally, take the crumpled bill in the right hand and, showing the left empty, extend that hand and place the crumpled bill on the palm. Explain that this--moving the open right hand three times over the fragments--means everything. You now smooth out the bill and show it fully restored. Return it to the owner who will identify it as the one he marked; take your applause and bow as if you knew that you had earned it.

Above all be cheerful when presenting this mystification. The charm of Werner's presentation lies in the sardonically gleeful way in which he apparently tears the bill in pieces.

The patter used here is original with Werner, but the student should use language suited to his own personality and the general trend of his program.

The magical fraternity owe the singing magician a "thank you" for having given them a method which is the result of years of observation and study. The reason Werner is called the singing magician is that he possesses a robust barytone voice.
An Effective Finish

It is always desirable to secure a telling effect to close an act. For this purpose, in the case of a paper act, I suggest the following as a sure-fire applause producer.

The performer introduces a pasteboard box about twelve inches square and eight deep, half full of mixed red, white and blue confetti, also a pasteboard cylinder about two and a half inches in diameter and five inches long, with a slip cover which fits tightly over one end. (See Fig. 11.)
After having these examined, he holds the cylinder over the box and pours a few handfuls of confetti through it. Then, putting the cover on one end, he proceeds to fill the tube with confetti. Leveling off the heaped confetti with the top of the tube, he steps forward and draws up from the open end a silk flag attached to a pole three or four feet high, having spiral red, white and blue stripes, like a barber-pole. After waiting a moment for applause, he continues to extend the pole upwards till it reaches a height of thirty or forty feet. (See Fig. 12.)

**EXPLANATION.**--Two tubes and covers are used, one being unprepared and the other arranged as follows: Procure a double roll of wallpaper which has a pure white back, and cut it into four pieces. This will give you four small rolls four and a half inches long, each roll containing fifty-four feet. You will need only one and the others may be put aside for future use. Paint a red stripe along one edge of the white side about an inch and a quarter wide, leave the same width white and paint the balance blue. With a flat brush and red and blue inks of strong color, the painting is easy. When it is thoroughly dry roll the strip up on a five-eighth inch dowel as tightly as possible. After the roll is made it should be laid on the table, rolled over and over, and pressed rather heavily with the hands, by which means the roll can be made very tight indeed. The tube should be of such diameter as to allow this roll to fit closely inside, where it should be fastened with glue, the top being about one-quarter of an inch below the top of the cylinder. Now push out the dowel, leaving an opening in which to pack the flag. The top of the flag should be fastened to the inside fillet of the roll and the bottom to a rather heavy ring. Push the flag into the roll, leaving the ring on top so that when the pole is pulled up the point will pass through it and it will drop down and hold the bottom corner of the flag in place.

The prepared tube should be in the bottom of the box, covered with the confetti, so as not to be seen when the box is shown. When filling the other tube it is easy to make the exchange and bring up the loaded one with a handful of confetti heaped on the top, which, when leveled off, leaves just enough to cover the end of the roll, so that all looks fair and square.

Now you have only to pull up the inside fillet of the roll through the ring and the flag will follow and settle into place. Then develop the remainder of the pole as described above.
The Japanese Bird
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Part Two
Paper Folding

The Japanese Bird

IN the days before the cabaret New York boasted a considerable number of popular dining clubs which brought together a host of people who could "do entertaining things." At one of these dinners I observed an Americanized Japanese folding a leaf of the menu card in a peculiar manner. Gradually all those within "seeing distance" became interested, and before he finished he was quite surrounded by spectators who applauded him roundly when, from that scrap of pasteboard, he at last produced a little paper bird that flapped its wings quite naturally.

Since then the clever Jap has taught me how to make the bird. Here is the trick:
Take a square piece of letter paper six inches or more in size and fold from corner to corner in each direction and then across the centre both ways, making all the folds sharp in order that they may serve as guides in the further folding. The sheet will then appear as in Fig. 13. Now fold the side a, h, g, over to the line a, e, as in Fig. 14, and sharpen the fold from a to h only, merely bending the remainder of the fold. Fold the side a, b, c, to the line a, e, and sharpen the line from a to b only. Repeat this with the remaining three corners, and you will then find that you have a dish-shaped, four-cornered star, as in Fig. 15, the heavy lines showing the edge of the paper.

Fold upward on the line h, d, with the sides doubled inward and you will have Fig. 16. Holding this with the thumb and fingers of both hands at the points marked c and d, bring the hands together, being sure that the points b, f, h, and d fold inward and downward, and the result will be Fig. 17.
After this, fold the point c downward toward your body and the point a downward in the opposite direction, thus forming Fig. 18, and then open the fold and double downward to the right and the same to the left. Turn the paper with the points to the top and you form Fig. 19. Pull point g down to the right to form the tail and press the new folds thus made, then point e down to the left not quite so far, forming the neck.

To make the head, open the fold at e and bend the head at right angles to the neck; by pressing the folds together again the head will take just the proper angle, as shown in Fig. 20. Crush down the sharp point between the wings a and c, and blow in the little hole below the wings, which will inflate the body. The wings should be bent outward a little as shown. By holding the bird with
the thumb and finger at the point marked and pulling the tail with the other hand, the wings can be made to flap.
Another favorite folding stunt of my Japanese friend was the paper bullfrog, which is constructed as follows: Take a square of rather stiff paper eight or nine inches in size. Fold from corner to corner in both directions, making the lines a, e, and c, g, very sharply, then turn the paper the other side up and fold from side to side both ways, thus establishing the lines b, f and h, d. These serve as guide lines. (See Fig. 21.)

Fold the paper on the line h, d, with the fold pointing upward, and, holding it at h, d, with the thumb and finger of each hand, bring the hands toward each other. The sides will then fold inward and the points outward, following the guide lines, and form a four-pointed star. When the points b, h are folded together on the left, and d, f on the right, you will have a square with i at the top and a, c, e, g at the bottom. Lay this square on the table with the point i
away from the body, lift up the point spread it open and flatten it out with the line in the centre, forming new folds on each side. Turn the paper over to the right and flatten d in the same manner, then again to the right and flatten b, and finally flatten h. Now with the panel f at the top and b at the bottom, fold d inward on the right and h on the left, thus forming Fig. 22.

The next fold is a little difficult until it has been practised a few times. Lift up the point f and fold the two undersides of the panel over to the centre fold and crease them up the sides, at the same time working the point f upward till it falls into the position shown in Fig. 23. By creasing the sides with the fingers of the right hand and working the point upward with the left you will soon get the knack of it. Turn the paper over and fold b in the same manner, then h, and finally d, and it will then appear as in Fig. 24. Now, fold the sides of each panel once more to the centre and form Fig. 25. The latter folds are quite narrow and should be doubled carefully at the points.

Now, open the fold a and bend it up inside of the same, as shown on the left side of Fig. 26, and follow the same procedure with point c on the opposite side. Then fold outward and downward to form the front legs, as shown on the right of Fig. 26. Form the hind legs as shown in the same figure and the frog will be complete, as shown in Fig. 27. A small opening will be found in the lower part of the body; by blowing in this the body can be inflated. Crushing down the sharp point at the nose will improve the head a little.
THE best material for this box is rather heavy ledger paper, which should be cut in an exact square, the size depending on the size of the box required. If a twelve-inch sheet is used the box will be four and a quarter inches square.

In order to lay down the construction lines, first fold the sheet from corner to corner each way, then fold each corner down so that they all meet in the exact centre, as in Fig. 28. Flatten these lines with the back of the fingernail to serve as guides, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 29. Now open the sheet and fold down the four corners so that they will just reach the centre of the creases just made, as in Fig. 29, and flatten these lines also. Open the sheet again and fold the corner a to the crease b, as in Fig. 29. Flatten the fold, open out again and fold as shown in Fig. 29. Repeat this with the other three corners and when the sheet is opened, if all the folds have been flattened as directed, seven creases will be found running diagonally across the sheet in each direction, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 30.
Cut out the two centre triangles marked c on all four sides and cut slits along the heavy lines marked d. You will then have at two of the corners pointed sections with a slit in the middle of each, and at the other corners like sections, but with the slits at the sides. Take one of the latter corners and bend the loose points--without creasing--and pass through the slit on the opposite corner. Smooth out bends and join the other corners in the same way, being careful that the loose squares fold inside the box, which will now appear as in Fig. 31, with the top securely fastened. To open the box, release the outer flap only, thus opening the sides.
WHY the name "Trouble Wit" should have been given to this form of paper folding is quite beyond my comprehension, for the manipulation is simple and easily acquired. The only thing about it that would trouble the wits is the original folding of the paper, as the successful production of the figures depends on careful and accurate folding and the selection of a suitable material. All this may be avoided, however, as all dealers in magical supplies carry the made-up article in stock and the price is nominal.
Trouble Wit is of very ancient origin and the fact that it is still in use proves its worth as a means of entertainment. Monsieur Trewey presented it throughout Europe and America under the name of "Papier Multiforme;" later Ellis Stanyon and others continued its popularity in London, and the late Adrian Plate made it a prominent feature of his program here.

Fig. 32 shows a few of the favorite forms into which the "fan" may be shaped, but every performer has his own routine, as well as his own name for the figures.

The method of making the home-made article may be found in The Magician's Own Book (New, York, 1857), Neil's Modern Conjurer (C. Lang Neil, London, 1903), and many other books on magic, and the manipulation has been given so often that I will not repeat it here, merely referring you to Keene's More Novel Notions (Robertson Keene, London.), where you will find eighty distinct figures illustrated, as well as a number of cuts showing methods of handling.
We have all had the experience of having some militant youngster bring us a newspaper with the request, "Make me a sojer hat." If we can produce something a little above the ordinary in that line we are sure to create a lasting impression of our greatness on that young mind.

The old-fashioned paper hat was a rather crude affair, but the Japanese, although this sort of headgear is entirely unknown in their country, have beaten us at our own game by producing a chapeau with two cockades, as shown in Fig. 33.
To make this hat, take a piece of paper about eighteen inches square and fold from corner to corner, as in Fig. 34, and on the dotted lines, thus forming a square, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 35. You will then have the points a a at the top, underneath them the corner b, and under that the corner c. Fold the points a a downward and form Fig. 36 and then fold the same points upward, as shown by the dotted lines, and form the two cockades shown in Fig. 37. Now fold the corner b downward on the dotted cross line to form Fig. 38 and make the narrow fold across the centre to bind the folds in place.

Next fold the corner c backward on the dotted line shown in Fig. 39, and the points backward as in Fig. 40; then make the narrow fold backward on the dotted line shown in Fig. 41, and the hat will be complete.

An added touch may be given by making a paper plume and tucking it into the upright fold.
Japanese Paper Purse

This is a clever little conceit and a coin purse of this design made in leather, or imitation leather, might be found quite useful. The method of making it, while somewhat difficult to explain, is by no means hard to accomplish when it is once understood.

Cut a stiff piece of paper exactly square, fold from corner to corner in each direction and flatten the folds with the fingernail. Then fold in three equal parts (see Fig. 42), in the shape of an accordion, in each direction, as shown by the dotted lines a, b, c, and d, in Fig. 43, and flatten the folds. Open the paper and the folds will appear as in Fig. 43.

Now, pinch a and b together with the thumb and finger of the right hand, and c and d in like manner with the left, with the folds pointing downward, and bring the hands together.
This will cause the opposite corners to shape themselves like the ones you hold, thus forming a sort of four-pointed star with the centre pointing downward. (See Fig. 44) Next, twist the point held in the right hand away from your body and that in the left toward you, allowing the lines to place themselves, and they will fall into the shape shown in Fig. 45. Then, fold the lower point upward, the righthand point to the left and the top one downward, which brings the purse into the form shown in Fig. 46. Fold the left-hand point toward the right and tuck it under the opposite fold and the purse is complete and fastened together.
Japanese Hexagon Puzzle Box

This is really a combination of six of the paper purses described previously. The centre cross lines in Fig. 43, which are shown by the solid lines, are cut and bent outward (see Fig. 47), and the loose flaps thus formed are pasted together in the manner shown in Fig. 48, thus forming a handsome hexagonal box, any one of the six sides of which can be easily opened and closed.
POSSIBLY the late Monsieur Trewey was not the first to use the paper rings on the stage, but that genial performer made so much out of this little trick that I think I may be forgiven for naming it after him.

In appearance the apparatus consists of three bands or rings of newspaper, all exactly alike, and a pair of scissors. As a matter of fact, however, the rings are not "exactly" alike, as will be shown.
The performer takes the first ring and cuts it completely around the centre, as shown in the dotted line in a, Fig. 49, the natural result being two rings of the same diameter. But when the second ring is cut in precisely the same manner, instead of two rings a single ring of double the diameter is produced (see b, in Fig. 49). By repeating the operation with the third band two rings, one linked within the other, result (see c in Fig. 49).

The secret lies in the preparation of the bands, which should be of newspaper cut in strips, two inches wide and four or five feet long. The ends of the first strip are pasted together to form a ring, as shown in the illustration. The ends of the second strip are pasted in the same way except that this strip is given a single twist before the ends are joined. The same procedure is followed with the third, except that in this case a double twist is given. A glance at the illustration will make this perfectly plain. After this preparation the trick does itself.

A very close observer might notice the twists in the second and third rings while none appears in the first. To guard against this I always give the first ring a twist after it is joined, which gives it the same appearance as the others.

If you desire to hurry the trick a little, lay the ring flat and cut the double thickness till within six or eight inches of the end, then drop one thickness and
finish on the single paper. The latter move is not necessary with the first band, but it should be done, so that the cutting may always appear the same.

The paper may be torn instead of cut, if you so desire, and if it is introduced in a paper-tearing act this is much the better way. When colored linen is used, this trick can be performed with greater certainty and effect.
Jacob's Ladder

No paper-tearing act is really complete without Jacob's Ladder. This is either torn from newspaper or, more effectively, as some consider, from several sheets of plain paper of different colors. There are two or three different ways of making the ladder, but the best in my opinion is as follows.
Use sheets of ordinary newspaper—the size is usually 22 by 36 inches—and fold a hem about one-half inch wide on the short side of the first sheet; roll loosely into a tube, leaving an open core of about an inch and a half. When this is six or eight inches from the end, insert another sheet and continue to roll, being careful not to make the roll too tight. The length of the ladder will depend on the number of sheets used and a trial will prove how many sheets you are able to tear. When the roll is complete, slip a rubber band on each end to keep it from unrolling.

Flatten the roll, tear out the centre part, as shown in Fig. 50, and bend the ends downward, as in Fig. 51. The section torn away should be about two-thirds of the diameter of the roll.

To develop the ladder, bold the two ends in the left band and with the right seize the hem and pull out the inner coils; then, by drawing out the spirals, first on one side and then on the other, the ladder can be projected upward six, eight, or ten feet, according to the number of sheets used. (See Fig. 52.)

Some performers begin with the sheets pasted together in a long strip and rolled up ready to tear, but I myself, on the theory that anything in the way of previous preparation weakens an effect, prefer the above method.

If huge sheets of paper are used, this trick is effective on a large stage.

Harry Moore, the English performer here with the Harry Lauder show, season 1921-22, tore a giant ladder, had a string lowered from the flies, and then leaned it against the back drop where he had a ladder camouflaged and apparently climbed up the paper ladder.
The Trellis

The Trellis is in reality a variation of Jacob's Ladder, but the effect is quite different, as will be seen by comparing the illustrations.
The roll is made in the same manner, but instead of tearing out the whole of the centre section two leaf-shaped ends are left, as shown in Fig. 53. When the outer ends are turned downward these leaves are turned also and pressed as flat as possible against the roll (see Fig. 54.).

The Trellis is developed in the same way as the ladder by drawing out the inner folds by means of the hem, the result being the handsome design shown in Fig. 55.
Paper Magic
Houdini

The Fir Tree
The Fir Tree should be torn from several strips of green paper and one strip of brown, the strips to be twelve inches wide and of any length. These are rolled into a rather loose tube, exactly as for Jacob's Ladder, the green strips first and then the brown.

Put a rubber around one end of the roll and flatten the other end so that the solid line, shown in Fig. 56, will lie against one of the points indicated by the dotted lines. Tear both together straight down to a point a little below the centre of the roll. Then make the tear shown by the other dotted line and fold the sections downward, as in Fig. 57. Pull out the centre coils and the tree shown in Fig. 58 will result, its height depending on the number of strips used.

If the brown sections are torn off before the tree is developed, the result will be a green tree with a brown trunk.

A good combination may be introduced by placing the tree in a pot of earth and then remarking that a ladder is necessary in order to reach the top of the tree. Then proceed to tear the Jacob's Ladder.

For stage work I would advise using large sheets of paper, pasted together.
The Dancing Skeletons

Another favorite paper-tearing feat of that clever entertainer, Adrian Plate*, (*Adrian Plate died February 24, 1919.) was the Dancing Skeletons. These gaunt gentlemen as they appear in Fig. 61 have a rather gruesome aspect, but when they are made to dance by shaking they are really very ludicrous. As someone remarked when Mr. Plate presented them before the Society of American Magicians, "They are ghastly funny."

Very few entertainers have made use of the skeletons, probably because it has not been realized how easily they can be produced nor how effective they can be made. My friend John W. Sargent, however, had the knack of tearing them, and the group here shown was torn by him and given to me, together with the details of the effect as he presents it.

The best material for this effect is the closely printed pages of a newspaper. I prefer the pages devoted to classified advertisements, as they give to perfection, at a little distance, the whitish-gray color of the skeleton.

Take the double page of an ordinary daily, which is thirty-six inches wide when spread open, and lay it on a table with the inside of the sheet uppermost. This is done so that the middle fold will retain its original crease.

Now fold the edge nearest you to touch the crease in the centre and flatten the
fold with the back of the thumb-nail. Fold the margin back even with the first fold, which will give a plait four and a half inches wide. Then turn the paper over and make another fold of the same size, and so on till the whole sheet is folded like an accordion. If the folds are carefully made the last margin will just reach to the edge. (See Fig. 59.) Next, tear out the portions appearing as black in Fig. 60, beginning at the edge showing the margin, so that the middle of the figure will come on the folds. Otherwise you will have two half-skeletons as "end-men."

To tear the eye-sockets, first fold across the skull horizontally at a point midway between the mouth and the top of the head, and tear out a half-round piece. Be sure to get this large enough and also be sure to tear all the way through, so that the eyes will be the same size in all the figures. The ribs are torn in the same way and the same caution should be observed.

Unfold the skeletons one at a time and run the thumb-nail down the folds with the forefinger at the back, thus "ironing out" the crease so that the figures will appear flat. (See Fig. 61.) Hold by the extreme upper corners and shake them gently, when they will perform a very funny dance, which never fails to get a laugh and a round of applause.

**Presentation of the Skeletons**

The best method of presenting the skeletons is to start the tearing at the feet and tear out the figure upside down. By this means the audience is kept in ignorance till the very end, while if the skull is made first they know what is coming and the interest is liable to flag somewhat. It is an excellent idea to tell an extravagant ghost story while tearing and have your pianist introduce some spooky music.
The following bit of doggerel verse, by John W. Sargent* (*Sargent passed away September 24, 1920. He was my private secretary for three years; we had been friends for thirty years. He was well-known as a poet, and used this doggerel when he did the above trick.--H. H.), makes a good finish:

The King of Clubs, with thund'rous voice
   And frown as black as night,
Declares that war's his only choice--
   That might is always right.

The Plutocratic Diamond King
   Said, "Men can war no more
Unless our hoarded wealth we bring
   To liquidate the score."

The King of Hearts said,
   "War's a curse!
For peace I'll still endeavor,
And if the worse comes to the worse
   I'll fight for peace forever."

The old, grave-digging King of Spades
   Said, "Stop this beastly row!
We'll all be like these grinning blades
   A few short years from now."
A FAVORITE method of our grandmothers to keep the little folks quiet was to cut or tear out a string of dolls. This remains an equally effective "weapon of amusement" to-day. When entertaining children you will be surprised to find what a hit the dolls will make with both boys and girls. (See Figs. 62 and 63.)

The directions given for the Dancing Skeletons apply equally well for the dolls. They are often made of colored paper instead of newspaper, and some performers make each fold of a different color, strips of the proper size being pasted together. By using thin paper, eight or ten can easily be torn in a string, and there is always rivalry in the audience as to who shall receive them. By separating them into pairs they can be distributed, and sometimes a second string is demanded.

A story with the characters taken from Mother Goose makes a good accompaniment for tearing the dolls.
The Dancing Girls

These are really a sort of modernized version of Grandma's Dolls. They are made in the same way, except that the two legs in this case are not posed alike, so it will be necessary to tear them first as shown in Fig. 64 and then open one fold and tear the legs separately, as indicated in Fig. 65.

They can be made to dance in the same manner as the skeletons. (See Fig. 66.)
Paper Pictures

P

ICTURES torn from colored paper and displayed the same as the famous Rag Pictures can be made very effective. The best paper for the purpose is the quality used in cheap posters. This can be had in all colors, in large sizes, is easily torn and is stiff enough to stay in place with very little pasting.

The different pieces may be partially torn out beforehand, that is, the more difficult ones may, so by tearing off a few corners the piece will be ready for use.

The lower part of the bridge, including the shadowy arches, can be torn in a few seconds. The gray and blue strips should be folded accordion shape in twelve folds and both torn together. Tear out one half of the arch on either edge of the fold and when opened six arches will appear. When applying the bridge to the picture, first put on the blue and over it the gray, slipping the latter far enough to the left to give the underarch effect. The upper part of the bridge is torn from the gray only, making two folds for each opening required. This is backed by a solid blue strip.

To construct the picture, first put on the sky colors, holding them in place with little dabs of glue from a small tube, which can be concealed in the hand, or with small pellets of magician's wax. This wax is made by softening beeswax with turpentine. After the sky is in place, put on the clouds, being careful to cover all the lines where the sky colors join. Then place the mountains, the river, and the green foreground. The outline of the river banks is made by tearing a dark and a light blue design of the same shape but the former should be a little the larger and should be mounted first, so that when the other is placed over it the dark margin will be shown. Finally place the details: house, fence, trees, etc.

This picture contains thirty-six pieces, eighteen each for the two performers, so
it can be put together in a very short time if it has been properly rehearsed.

The board on which the pictures are made should be covered with several thicknesses of white paper, so that when a picture has been shown the sheet can be torn away, leaving the surface ready for another. If the board is so constructed that it can be revolved, an added effect may be secured by making the picture upside down and swinging it into an upright position when finished.

The portrait (Fig. 67) is very simple and easily made. The best effect is obtained by making it on an orange background.

The entire black portion is in one piece. The sharp points should be cut nearly through beforehand, so that a little tearing will complete the outline. The outline for the face and neck can be sketched on a sheet of white paper with a faint pencil line and should be torn rather carefully. The positions of the eyes, nose and mouth can be indicated by pencil dots that are invisible at a few feet. The shadows on the neck and the gloved band should be torn from newspaper evenly printed.

A fancy frame, torn from black paper and placed around the portrait, gives it the proper setting.
By all odds the most effective form of paper-tearing, either for drawing-room or stage, is that of circular, or, as they are sometimes called, wheel designs. Several well-known artists owe their popularity entirely to this form of entertainment, used in conjunction with songs or stories, the latter running a rather poor second.

Several writers have attempted to disclose the methods of the successful entertainers in this branch of artistry, but the designs submitted have in nearly every case proved to be but sorry travesties. This is probably owing to a lack of artistic ability on the part of the writer, together with a theory that any haphazard figure repeated many times in a circle produces an artistic design, as in the case of the kaleidoscope. While this theory is in a measure true, still no real success is possible in this art unless the composition and treatment are carefully thought out and thoroughly mastered.

![Fig 68](http://209.237.170.79/magos/books/paper2/41.html)

The preparation for this effect is very simple. A number of large sheets of paper are folded beforehand in one of the modes shown in Fig. 68. I prefer the crossway fold for the first (see A in Fig. 68), rather than the corner-to-corner fold as shown at B in the same figure; but in either case the result is the same in the fourth fold as shown at C. Sheets for special effects are folded differently, as will be shown further on.
In my own experience I have found the best paper for this work to be the quality used for large showbills, this being of a good white which can be had in large sheets and is easy to tear. The size of the sheets used will depend on the size of the place of entertainment. For the drawing-room a sheet three feet square will give a good effect, while stage performers often use sheets eight or nine feet square. The manner of folding needs no explanation, as the accompanying illustrations make it perfectly plain. When folded four times as shown, a figure torn on either edge will appear eight times repeated in a circle when the paper is unfolded. By making another fold the number of figures will be doubled, and still another fold will produce thirty-two repetitions. Some stage performers using very large sheets and possessing very strong fingers, make even another fold, thereby producing sixty-four replicas from a single tear. Thus if fifty figures are torn the unfolded sheets will show thirty-two hundred duplicates.

Considerable practice is necessary, as the one great essential is rapidity, which can only come through a thorough acquaintance with the design and fingers trained to the work. A singer who tears one design during his song may get away with it if the pattern is very handsome, but the chap who turns out a design for each verse, even if they are less complicated, is the one who gets the reëngagements. Always bear in mind the fact that a design may be artistic without being complicated. For example, a very good design may be made by tearing twenty-five figures in the two edges of the fold, and if an average speed of five seconds per figure is maintained the operation will be completed in two minutes and five seconds. In Fig. 72 only sixteen pieces are torn out and a very pretty pattern results.

For displaying the finished designs a black velvet curtain a little larger than the largest sheets
Circular Designs

used should be stretched rather tightly on a light frame, which may be made in sections for convenience in carrying, and the paper attached to it with pins. A gold braid around the edge of the velvet heightens the effect.

An added effect is produced by tearing the name of the theatre or the name of the performer in the margin of the design. (See Fig. 69.) Such artistic paper manipulators as the Brothers Coyne, who will be remembered by the older theatre-goers for their touching rendition of such songs as "A Letter from Dear Old Ireland," made use of this effect, and it was always received with salvos of applause. I may also name another clever pair, Morton and Elliott, with whom I travelled in Europe several years ago, and for whose success I can personally vouch.

The tearing of the name is done beforehand, but the fold of the paper conceals the lettering. The best method of forming the letters is to tear a series of small holes, as indicated in Fig. 69. As before stated, the paper is folded in advance, but it is customary to open the first sheet in order to show that there is no preparation beyond the folding, and it is unnecessary to unfold the others, as all appear to be alike, which is enough for the audience. In this design you will note that three tears are made with the paper folded four times (see A in Fig. 69), then another fold is made and the remaining figures torn. (See B.) This also shows a method of working initial letters into the design.
In the pattern shown in Fig. 70 also, a part is torn on four folds and a part on five. The cut is too small to show this design to advantage, but in a five or six-foot circle it is very effective.

Fig. 71 shows a Japanese model and the outer octagon of dentals is made by folding the top down on the dotted line in B and tearing out the squares shown in C.
The Five-Pointed Star

To make a five-pointed star with one stroke of the scissors or a single tear, take a square of paper about one-half larger than the size of star desired and fold it in half as shown by A in Fig. 73, the folded edge being at the bottom. Now fold the right-hand end toward the left on a line running from the centre at the bottom to a point one-third of the distance from the right-hand corner at the top, as shown by the dotted line on A, which will give you B. Then fold from right to left on the dotted line shown in B, thus forming C. After this, fold the left-hand corner toward the right underneath the other folds and the result will be as in D. By cutting or tearing along the dotted line there shown and unfolding the three-cornered section thus obtained, a perfect five-pointed star will be the result, as shown in E.

Care must be exercised in making the folds on exact lines, otherwise the points will be of unequal length and size. A little practice will enable you to make the folds and tear out a perfect star in from ten to twenty seconds.
Tearing the Pack

MANY professional strong men have included in their programs the seemingly difficult feat of tearing one or two packs of playing cards in half, and then in quarters.

To tear two packs requires considerable strength of grip or very large hands, but to tear a single pack is extremely easy when the mode of procedure is known.

The general impression of those who see the thing done is that the pack is bevelled so that the tear starts on the edge of a single card, but it is quite impossible to tear a pack in that way. The pack should be squared up and held in an upright position in the left hand. Grasp the top firmly with the right hand, with all the fingers close together on the front and the heel of the hand on the back. Then seize the bottom with the left hand, using the same grip, but with the fingers on the back and the heel on the front, and bend the pack toward the right.

Twist the hands in opposite directions, turning the right away from the body, and you will be surprised to discover how easily the tear is made.

Slip a rubber band around one of the halves, toss it to your audience and tear the other half again in the same manner, putting a band on the quarters and offering them also for inspection.

The bend is very important, as this furnishes the fulcrum which replaces the main strength that would otherwise be necessary.

If a piece of tinplate the size of the cards and of the thickness formerly used for making the boxes for "Nabisco" biscuits, is placed in the middle of the pack, it can be torn with the cards with practically no more exertion. To an audience
this has the appearance of a veritable feat of strength.

A telephone book of five hundred pages can be torn in two by a person of ordinary strength if one takes advantage of the bend.
Among paper puzzles the most ingenious are, without doubt, those formed along geometrical lines and generally designated by such names as "diagram," "dissected," or "cut-up" puzzles. Of these the most ancient, and by all means the most remarkable, is that known as the Chinese Puzzle, which is said to have been invented by a renowned Chinese mathematician over 4000 years ago. It consists of a square of black cardboard cut into seven pieces, as shown in Fig. 74 and the number of combinations possible with them is as the sands of the sea.

The Chinese themselves were fond of forming such characters as are shown in Fig. 75, while the more modern "puzzle hound" prefers contriving architectural designs, like those in Fig. 76 or pictures, as in Fig. 77 and 78. That well-remembered puzzle king, Sam Lloyd, was particularly happy in constructing these pictures, and Figs. 77 and 78 are good examples of his art.
In 1902, at Eastbourne, England, I picked up a hand-made book bearing the title: A New Chinese Puzzle, in which 292 different handdrawn designs are recorded, the entire seven pieces being used in each. On the flyleaf of this book appears the name, A. Clowes, and the date, 1817. This is a manuscript copy and I believe, the only one in existence.
IN this puzzle the problem is to form a perfect and symmetrical square with twelve pieces of cardboard, four pieces each like A, B, and C in Fig. 79. By placing the pieces as shown in Fig. 80 a square will be formed in which all the sides and all the corners are alike.
The problem here is to cut a square of cardboard in two pieces and with these two pieces form the oblong figure B, or the irregular figure C. To accomplish this, cut the card as shown by A in Fig. 81. By dropping the left hand piece down one step B is obtained, while dropping another step produces C.
A PIECE of cardboard cut to show the ground plan of a house and ell, as in Fig. 86, is to be cut into three sections by two straight cuts, and the sections so joined as to form a perfect square. Cut along the solid lines in Fig. 87, the dotted lines being merely to establish the upper point, and place the three sections together as in Fig. 88.
The Octagon Puzzle

The problem is to form an octagon with twelve pieces of cardboard, four of each of the shapes shown in Fig. 84. To reach this result, place the sections as seen in Fig. 85.
The Hexagon Puzzle

C OMBINE the five pieces of cardboard shown in Fig. 82 so as to form a hexagon. Fig. 83 shows the proper arrangement.
The Cross and Crescent

In this the problem is to divide a Greek cross into six sections, and with these sections to form a crescent. The cross is cut in curved lines as shown in Fig. 89, and the crescent formed as there shown. The section marked with a star " has to be inverted and each outer end of the crescent is straight.
The Latin Cross

First Method.--To form a cross with five pieces of cardboard, one like A, one like B, and three like C, in Fig. 90. The manner of joining these is shown in Fig. 91.

Second Method.--In this five pieces are used also, three shaped like A and two like B, and the cross is formed by placing them as shown in Fig. 92.
The Short Dozen

FOR this eleven pieces of cardboard are used, one like A, one like B, two each like C, D, and B, and three like F in Fig. 93. To form a perfect square, place the pieces as in Fig. 94.
To form a perfect square from twenty pieces of cardboard cut in right-angle-triangular shape, A in Fig. 95. Place the sections in the positions shown in Fig. 96.
The Greek Cross Puzzle

A GREEK cross, Fig. 97, of paper or cardboard, may be so divided by two straight cuts that the resultant sections can be placed together and form a perfect square. To accomplish this, cut along the dotted lines in Fig. 98 and join them as in Fig. 99.
The problem is to form a perfect square with five cardboard sections, one like A, two like B and two like C, in Fig. 100. The square is formed by placing the pieces as shown in Fig. 101.
To Pass Through A Card

The problem is to cut a piece of cardboard in such a manner that a person can pass completely through it without tearing.

Fig. 102 gives you the idea complete.

A piece of thin cardboard about four inches long and two and a half wide should be used. Fold it lengthwise in the centre and make straight cuts about an eighth of an inch apart from the fold nearly, but not quite, to the outer edges. Continue these cuts the length of the card as shown, then turn and cut from the edge, between the former cuts, almost to the fold. Then cut through the centre on the line of the fold, leaving the last section at each end uncut.

The card may then be drawn out into an endless chain, leaving an opening large enough for a man to pass it over his body.

A thin person could use a much smaller card.
The Liberty Bell

TO PREPARE for this puzzle, take an oblong piece of Bristol board, fold it in the centre, and cut out a liberty bell, as shown by a, in Fig. 103. The fold, being at the top, joins the two bells thus cut. Cut another piece with an opening in the centre, as shown by b, and another like c, the opening in c being too small for the bell to pass through. The relative sizes of the several pieces are shown in the illustration.

The problem is to hang the bell on b, with c around the top, as shown in 3, without bending the bell.

To accomplish this, bend b in the centre, as in 2, and pass c over the lower fold at d; then, hang the bell as shown and slip c back over the point d and down to the top of the bell. Now straighten out b, the fold in which should only be bent, not folded flat, so that when straightened it shows no indication of having been folded, and it will appear to be impossible to remove the bell without bending it.
The Cross Cut Puzzle

PASS a card shaped like A in Fig. 104 to a friend and ask him to divide it by two straight cuts so that the resulting parts may be joined together and form a perfect square. He will in all probability fail, and you can then show him how easy it is by cutting along the lines in B. The dotted lines show the points which determine the direction of the cuts.
The Three Crosses

To form a Latin, Greek or Maltese cross, as shown in Fig. 105, by a single tear or cut, proceed as follows: For the Greek or Maltese form, a square piece of paper is used, as indicated by the solid lines in A, Fig. 106, but for the Latin, the paper should be oblong, as shown by the broken lines at the bottom of the same diagram.

Fold the upper left-hand corner down on the dotted line in A, then the right-hand corner on the dotted line in B, and then on the centre line in C. If you have used the oblong paper you will now have the fold as in D, and by cutting along the dotted line in that diagram and unfolding the paper, you will produce a perfect Latin cross.

But if you have used the square paper the third fold will give the diagram E, a cut along the left-hand dotted line of which will result in a Greek, and the right-hand in a Maltese cross.
Fig. 106.